Control access to information
in a borderless environment
Identity & Access
Management (IAM) Services
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Deloitte has partnered with Oracle to
provide a comprehensive set of IAM
advisory and technical services right across
the enterprise.
Our Oracle and IAM consulting
services include:
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Deloitte’s Oracle solutions
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Identity & Access Management is the process of streamlining the management of
an enterprise’s identity and has become integral to many business and customer
facing processes. IAM reduces business risk and is increasingly important for good
governance and regulatory compliance and it can be a key driver in reducing costs.

•• Business case development,
strategy & planning.
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•• Current state and future state analysis
and roadmap definition.

•• Process analysis, requirements gathering,
design and system architecture.
•• End to end technical implementation of
Oracle IAM solutions:
–– Oracle Identity Management
–– Oracle Access Management
–– Oracle Identity Federation
–– Oracle Identity Analytics
•• Specialist Oracle Identity & Access
Management migration from 10g to the
new 11g platform.
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Why implement Oracle IAM?

Our IAM delivery methodology:

Oracle Identity & Access Management
solutions are deployed by organisations all
over the world.

Deloitte follows our methodology, IAM
Methods, tailored to client needs. IAM
Methods is a business focused set of
artefacts, including processes, procedures
and accelerators all designed and
tested to drive real business change and
technology implementation. Emphasis is
placed on collaboration and validation of
stakeholder requirements via early delivery
of working prototypes which are developed
through iterative steps into the deployed
IAM solution.

•• Medium to large organisations have
implemented Oracle IAM solutions
to increase business efficiency and
reduce risk.
•• Organisations implementing Oracle
IAM can often benefit from a reduction
in costs by automating manual user
lifecycle processes.
•• Many Financial institutions have
implemented Oracle IAM to improve
governance and comply with
regulatory obligations.
•• Leveraging Oracle IAM, organisations
are able to drive digital change for
customers, partners and employees
through seamless mobile, social and
cloud integrations.

Why work with Deloitte?
Deloitte’s IAM practice is industry leading
and we are recognised across EMEA for
our technical expertise and our ability to
successfully deliver IAM solutions. We have
developed a holistic, business focused
approach founded upon our process,
technology and security experience that
leverages our deep Oracle knowledge
to enable us deliver comprehensive and
sustainable solutions that deliver real
business value.
Our practice has over 10 years of Oracle
IAM delivery experience and a team of 30
IAM experts. In addition to our UK based
experts we are able to leverage a team of
over 150 IAM offshore experts for large
scale implementations. We have been
working with high profile clients all over
the world and Deloitte itself is an Oracle
Diamond-level, Global Cloud Elite Partner.

Oracle IAM benefits
•• Trusted: Oracle IAM solutions
are trusted by enterprises all over
the world.
•• Reliable: Oracle offer robust and
highly available solutions.
•• Scalable: Oracle IAM solutions can
scale to any size organisation and
grow with your business.
•• Comprehensive: Oracle’s IAM
offerings are comprehensive
and include:
–– User Provisioning
–– Access Management
–– Identity Federation
–– Identity Re-Certification
•• Flexible: Products can be tailored
to work with your organisation and
enhance your existing business
processes.
•• Secure: Oracle IAM technology has
been developed to adhere to the
highest IT security standards.

Contact us:
Kristian Alsing
Director – Consulting
+44 (0)20 7303 4343
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